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Media Discourse: Evolution into Academy 
 
 Introduction  
 
Tracing the history of any academic discipline requires a close observation of its evolution from 
margin to mainstream discourse. A new idea, if it is of human significance, grows into a 
discipline through continuous reflection, experimentation and application by the academic circle. 
In other words, it has to pass a ‘test of time’ by influencing a large number of people. When such 
influence grows, people acknowledge its value and see the need of passing it to the succeeding 
generations through an institutionalized mechanism recognized as an academic system. Thus, 
birth of any field of studies is the result of the efforts to consolidate significant ideas as human 
necessities. It happens when human beings realize the urge to develop themselves intellectually 
when changes occur in the world itself. Human societies have witnessed continuous 
transformations owing to such factors as cross-boarder migrations, international trade and 
technological development. These factors have brought people of different places together 
thereby enhancing the possibility of creating, sharing and institutionalizing various forms of 
knowledge.  
 
Contemporary societies have flourished along with the development in multiple kinds of 
technologies. To be more specific, the proliferation of different forms of mass media has become 
significant source of awareness and education today. By virtue of their close bearing with people 
and societies, the mass media have evolved as subjects of academic discourse. A recent 
achievement in this direction is the emergence of media studies as a discipline within the 
spectrum of social sciences. This essay presents a brief survey of the development and scope of 
this new discipline.  The term ‘media’ here has been used to represent ‘mass media’ which in 
contemporary usage collectively refers to such means of ‘mass communication’ as radio, 
television, internet, magazines, newspapers, books, films, CDs, DVDs and the like. The 
discussion follows with three areas for reflection: first, a glimpse at the foundations of media as a 
discipline; second, major tenets of media; and third, future directions for academic inquiries on 
media.  

The Foundations 

The origin of media’s evolution into an academic discipline is traceable in several historical 
contexts. The first can be the early inquiries about the relationship between media and culture. 
This refers to the responses following the rise of mass media forms like nationwide radio 
networks, newspapers and magazines of mass circulation during the 1920s and of television 
media after mid 1930s. The responses, however, were influenced by the residual Eurocentric 
preoccupations descending from the Victorian norms on high culture as what Mathew Arnold 
claimed to be “the best that has been said and thought.”  The media of the time were assigned the 
role of representing that high culture ignoring the world outside Europe and European colonies. 
The period was marked by widespread British hegemony in media production and circulation 
with news agencies like Reuters and BBC, which projected the image of “media as powerful and 
influential, media as vehicles of nation-state or class propaganda, media as exemplars of modern 
technologically sophisticated professionalism” (Boyd-Barret and Rantanen 217). Development 
of media discourse, nevertheless, was remarkably slow during these formative years because it 
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lacked a specific theoretical direction as a result of what Denis MacQuail calls “the absence of a 
fixed disciplinary base” (7).  Despite its affinity with sociology, which was already 
institutionalized in university teaching and research, media had to remain in margin. Sociological 
researches were focused on common social problems like crime, poverty, race relations and 
family dislocations, ignoring, media for its lack of a sufficiently ‘serious’ subject matter to 
justify special attention (McQuail 6). In particular, the television media faced unfriendly 
responses in Europe and America. Scholars in educational psychology advocated renunciation of 
it considering it a deterrent to child rearing and good family relationships. Media critics and 
education scholars, especially those of 1950s and 1960s, were busy generalizing the negative 
effects of mass media on people. But, such generalizations in a way gave way to sociological 
researches leading to the development of a functionalist empirical study model, which, in 
contrast, supported the view of society as “voluntaristic and self-directed, rather than [being] 
manipulated and controlled by media” (McQuail 7). In other words, researches within the 
functionalist model somehow stood in defense of mass media, and buttressed the progress 
towards further academic inquiries in the field.   
 
Second, media began to get more scholarly attention since 1960s within literary criticism and 
theory. The linguistic models of literary studies such as formalism, semiotics/semiology and 
narratology influenced the study of the nature and structure of linguistic signs and codes used in 
media texts, and initiated their professional studies. Scholars of this mode defined the nature of 
narratives in media and observed the influence of cultural codes in constructing social reality. At 
the same time, reader response criticism saw the existence of what Stanley Fish called the 
“interpretive community” of readers of literary and media texts. This helped in the emergence of 
reception research and ‘audience ethnography.’ Reception researches “sought to understand in 
depth the personal and cultural significance of particular genres for particularly situated sets of 
audience members that could be characterized as ‘interpretive communities’” (McQuail 11). In 
addition, Stuart Hall’s 1974 article on encoding/decoding model of communication was 
foundational for the ‘reception paradigm’ in media studies. Hall’s model is an approach to 
communication as a process whereby ‘encoded’ [television] messages are received and  
‘decoded’ by the audience to experience ‘certain effects.’ For Hall, “the moments of encoding 
and decoding . . . in relation to the communication process, as a whole are determinate moments” 
(303). Later generation of reception researches valued the role of audience ethnography, which 
recognized the existence of multiple types of audience pertaining to various aspects like gender, 
race, ethnicity and nationality. In media practice, it gave rise to the concept of ‘journalism across 
cultures.’ In scholarship, it initiated researches into the uses and impacts of media messages in 
marginalized communities of Asia, Africa and South America.    
 
Third, the advent of cultural studies in early 1970s brought media to the arena of academic 
studies within English studies programmes. A significant contribution in this direction was the 
establishment of Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies within University of Birmingham in 
1964, by English Scholars Richard Hoggart, Stuart Hall and Raymond Williams. The Centre, 
later known as The Birmingham School, introduced cultural studies in literary discourse leading 
to a shift from textual reading to cultural reading. Cultural studies helped integrate media with 
literary studies and developed the latter into an interdisciplinary field with a wide variety of other 
areas like sociology, anthropology, postcoloniality, gender, race, ethnicity etc. In this connection, 
cultural studies is a critical movement against any specialized disciplinary standpoints. In this 
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form, it explores alternative possibilities in the scholarly inquiries of socio-cultural issues. 
Furthermore, it examines the role of any socializing force like mass media, “constantly asking 
new questions, looking for new ways of theorizing and understanding cultural phenomena and 
their social implications” (Jordan and Weedon 251). Since the inception of cultural studies, 
cultural critics have tried to analyze the role and effects of mass media in the society. For 
example, studies on pop culture were a popular phenomenon during the 1960s. Pop culture was 
taken as a rebellion by the politically marginalized black population in America against the 
hegemony of the mainstream society of whites. Mass media, particularly television, then had 
been a reliable channel for such mode of popular response and subsequent academic studies. 
 
Other major influences to this direction were poststructuralist and postmodernist philosophies. 
Poststructuralsim, with the influence of deconstruction, questioned the established orthodox 
systems of meaning and message. Deconstruction opposed the concept of “seeing the world in 
terms of specific, fixed and concrete entities” and saw it in terms of a “dynamic process of 
differentiation” (Thomson 300). In other words, it advocated that no philosophy, nor meaning, 
was absolute. Similarly, deconstruction suggested the need to search alternative meanings 
through a text’s inherently conflicting codes and expressions. Applied in the study of media,  
such approach simply stands for the possibilities of multiple and infinite meanings in mediated 
messages. More broadly, it brings awareness in educated circle that any communication process 
is not absolute in itself, nor are the communicated messages. Postmodernism in the similar vein 
stands for multiplicity, chance and play of ideas.  It comprehends the present time as the 
information age in which dominance of power is based not necessarily on the “politics of space” 
as before, but on the “politics of speed,” or as an age when people’s identity is determined by 
“whose information is disseminated fastest” (Snipp-Walmsley 410). Postmodernism further 
recognizes the role of mass media in integrating people by reducing boundaries of space and 
time.  
 
Such cursory review of the influences in media discourse reveals the span of more than sixty 
years. Begun almost with an indifferent approach of the scholars, media discourse has come a 
long way into the mainstream academy of today. This progress can be attributed to societal 
changes and developments in media technology -- always buttressed by human promises to 
preserve knowledge for the future. Recent trends in social sciences also reveal the possibility of 
integrating disciplines into one another. In similar circumstances have media evolved into strong 
forms of academic disciplines today. According to Carl Eric Rosengren, it has been possible: “As 
new media for communication have been created, the old ones have become specialized, but 
none have been completely eliminated” (1). Today media related disciplines exist in diverse 
names like (mass) communication studies, journalism studies, media studies, etc. These 
disciplines, in one way or other, deal with the theory and practice of various forms of mass 
media along with the readings in other social science areas. For the purpose of this essay, let us 
discuss briefly about media studies.  
 
Media Studies as a Discipline  
 
It is difficult to say how long it takes for a subject to evolve into an academic discipline. 
Nevertheless, a few foundational factors can be traced behind the evolution. In the first place, the 
subject has to emanate sufficient amount of theoretical heritage through reason, experience and 
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conceptualization over the years. Theories form actual bases for further inquiries and practices 
leading to the development of systematic disciplines. In other words, birth of theories helps store 
the knowledge of past and prepares guidelines for future inquires. We today have a number of 
theories in communication and media backing up their academic inquiries. These theories fall 
under two major classifications: first, “media-centric” which lays emphasis on the role of a 
medium as a “vehicle” or “carrier of meaning” with cultural significance; and second, socio-
centric, which views technology and culture as dependent on more fundamental social forces 
(McQuail 6). Second, the subject calls for simultaneous development of its related science and 
scholarship, which means the development of the actual subject matter along with the study of 
human matters -- ideas, action, artifacts, history and so on (Rosengren 4). This is more so with 
media as a discipline. The study of media is the study of their technology along with their socio-
cultural implications. Third, the subject should prove sufficiently scientific and human for 
universities to show readiness for its formalization as a discipline. In the process of 
formalization, academic institutions often look towards the intellectual and professional value of 
the subject for individuals and societies. Media came to be accepted as a discipline in the form of 
communication studies in the western universities especially after the Second World War. It 
emerged through a combined effort of political scientists, psychologists and sociologists, who 
brought forth media and communication into the mainstream university discourses. And they did 
it “often joining forces with the vocationally oriented schools of journalism which had a 
somehow longer history” (Rosengren 24). 
 
 Media studies has now become an eclectic academic discipline with a closer orientation to the 
areas of humanities and social sciences, though at the same time it calls for adequate knowledge 
about the existing and emerging media technologies. Within it integrate as many areas as come 
under the rubrics of English studies and cultural studies, its parent disciplines. Media studies 
therefore can encompass a wide range of subjects from such foundational fields of studies as 
language, literature, history, geography, economics, political science, law, psychology, 
philosophy, sociology, anthropology, human rights, globalization, information management, 
entrepreneurship, public policy, tourism and sports, to core disciplinary areas like computer 
technology, new media technology,  print technology, television studies, radio studies, 
journalism,  photography, reporting, advertising and public relations. In brief, what media studies 
curriculum can cover equals what students and teachers in this discipline should know about 
social sciences, communication and journalism. The incorporation of the uses and effects of new 
media like internet and mobile technology makes it larger than cultural studies itself, and 
positions it as a theoretically rich technical field of studies, or vice versa. On the other hand, 
media studies programmes anticipate the production of media persons who have a commitment 
to independent media and bear a professional strength to help establish media as a healthy 
contributor to the socio-economic development of their countries. This new discipline equally 
aims to help develop quality media that can stand the test of time and counter unexpected 
political shifts.      
 
The scope of media studies is broader than that of professional journalism and communication 
studies. In the first place, it is more of an interdisciplinary area that uses theories and techniques 
from sociology, cultural studies, information theory and economics, and has close bearing with 
literary theory and criticism. Journalism is basically focused towards the production and 
broadcasting of media contents, whereas communication studies centers on the study of the 
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various communication techniques and processes. On the other hand, the thrust of media studies 
is to study the nature and effects of mass media upon individuals and society thereby acquiring a 
distinct status of a social science. At the same time, it encompasses the more professional areas 
like media production, mass communication and journalism. In this sense, media studies can be 
taken as a broader umbrella for journalism and mass communication studies, though in certain 
contexts these terms are occasionally used interchangeably.  
 
Future Directions 
 
Mass media are often alleged to have had adverse impacts on the mass, and are supposed to work 
as the means of propaganda for capitalists. Recent systems of communication like internet, 
mobile phones and video games are believed to “reduce the face to face communication and 
increase feelings of loneliness and isolation” (Rosengren). These systems are alleged to be 
widening gaps between the less wealthy and economically and technically sound societies. In 
some cases, they are feared as harbingers of cultural pollution. Media studies is a response to this 
general fear of negative effects of media. It helps dispel the general stigma traditional societies 
have attached to journalism and its messages. It works with a principle that media persons must 
be knowledgeable enough to give the right people, a right message in the right time.  
Notwithstanding all the complaints and fears, media continue to grow in popularity, with 
universities over the continents establishing independent media departments. Media are already a 
lifeblood of the contemporary society, and their pervasive influence in the way we think, act and 
identify ourselves continue to make them subjects of critical studies.  
 
New research paradigms in the academic discourse of media stem from invention and usage of 
new forms of media technology. So, wherever society complains of media’s unfriendly 
influence, or adopts it as an inevitable element of everyday living, the field of media discourse 
expands. This expansion presupposes the inherently positive role of media in human life. It is 
easy to say that future direction of media discourse will go side by side with the development of 
new media forms, but difficult to predict what new forms will emerge in the days to come. Given 
the technological boom in the recent years, especially in information and communication, the 
future of developed countries seems to be imperceptible as yet. The third world, however, will 
still have more to do. Given the nature of the development of media – when new systems are 
developed, the old become specialized – we can say for sure, in line with Rosengren, “Human 
communication will remain much the same, but there will be more of it” (199). There will be 
more researches on media processes and their effects in the future, undoubtedly with greater 
focus on the computerized communication systems. Technological developments will make 
researches more dependent on computerized data, disseminated online through networks around 
the globe. People will be required to devise new techniques of research; new theories will 
emerge through these researches thereby adding to a greater storage of knowledge.  However, we 
are still to wait and see the countries outside America and Europe developed independence from, 
or at least been able to compete with, global networks like CNN and BBC.  We are to see media 
houses in Asia, Africa and South America coming to global market blurring the boundaries of 
west and non-west.  This may be possible when the non-west is able to produce professionally 
imbued independent media persons with qualitative and innovative media education.  
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